Several states and regions have seen recent progress with transmission line development, illustrating potential best practices for expanding and upgrading the U.S. power grid. A few examples are cited below:

REGIONAL TRANSMISSION PLANNING

MISO LRTP Tranche 1

The MISO Long Range Transmission Planning (LRTP) Tranche 1 is the first phase of the largest transmission expansion underway in the U.S. today, with 18 new projects planned across nine states. The lines approved in Tranche 1 are projected to create more than 330,000 jobs in the Midwest, unlocking over 50 gigawatts (GW) of low-cost wind and solar power. In July 2022, the MISO Board of Directors gave its approval for this $10.3 billion initial slate of projects, with all Tranche 1 lines expected in service by 2030. The lines will leverage up to 750 miles of existing rights-of-way to offset the cost of replacing aging equipment and structures.

The portfolio is an important first step toward addressing the increasing renewable energy demand and electrification growth MISO has identified. The successful approval of these lines was predicated on several conditions, but the calculation of the multiple benefits of proposed transmission lines was perhaps the most important factor. MISO’s process represents a best practice, as opposed to many regions’ standard practice of putting transmission projects into economic, reliability, or public policy silos and only evaluating benefits within that silo, ignoring the project’s other benefits. The lines in Tranche 1 are expected to deliver $37.3 billion worth of benefits over a 20 year period, a 3.6 to 1 benefit-to-cost ratio.
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Other regional transmission organizations should take similar steps to proactively plan, design, approve, and build new transmission capacity to accommodate the over 1.3 terawatts of low-cost clean energy resources waiting in interconnection queues across the country.8

**New York ISO**

Several significant transmission projects have made headway in New York in recent years, including a nearly 100-mile, 345-kilovolt (kV) line initiated at the request of the New York Public Service Commission (NYPSC).9 The project, known as the Central East Energy Connect upgrade, will replace existing lines and wooden poles - some of which are about 60 years old - with stronger steel monopoles in existing utility rights-of-way.10 Construction activities commenced in early 2021 and will continue through 2023.11 Once complete, the new line will represent the first large-scale, high-voltage, alternating current (AC) transmission facility constructed in New York State in over thirty years and deliver five times the capacity of the existing line.12

Stakeholder workshops held by the NYPSC during the line selection process helped build the necessary consensus for project approval. The robust stakeholder consultation process identified ways to reduce congestion, improve reliability, and access renewable resources through the most efficient and cost-effective transmission upgrades.13 Current construction is the result of that engagement, which convened transmission experts, community leaders, and other interested parties to identify considerations that were later incorporated into the project.14 By addressing local concerns, while revealing additional needs or potential obstacles, transmission developers and regional authorities facilitated the consensus building.

**MERCHANT TRANSMISSION LINES**

**Western Spirit**

Western Spirit is a 155-mile, 345-kV transmission project that will power approximately 590,000 homes with up to 800 megawatts (MW) of wind energy from Western Spirit Wind facilities in central New Mexico.15 The line is also expected to deliver $28 million in property taxes to New Mexico counties over the first four decades of the line’s operation.16 The Western Spirit line was developed jointly by Pattern Energy and the New Mexico Renewable Energy Transmission Authority
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(RETA), an agency established by the New Mexico state legislature in 2007 to accelerate the construction of high-voltage transmission and unlock the state’s abundant renewable resources.\(^7\)

The line is now operational, and RETA was key in moving it along expeditiously by coordinating various steps throughout its development, including the acquisition of state permits and facilitation of extensive public outreach.\(^8\) The creation of agencies similar to RETA in other states could help facilitate the prompt completion of other critical transmission lines.

**SunZia**

Approximately 550 miles in length, Pattern Energy’s SunZia transmission project is a 525-kV, direct current (DC) transmission line that plans to deliver 3,000 MW of low-cost renewable energy resources across New Mexico and Arizona. The project, and the wind farm it will enable, will create 2,000 good-paying construction jobs and generate $1 billion for communities in the two states.\(^9\) After completing the permitting processes for both New Mexico and Arizona, SunZia is scheduled to begin construction in 2023 pending final project approval and right of way grants.\(^10\)

Pattern also channeled investment toward nature conservation efforts, including identifying the most environmentally optimal route for the line.\(^11\) Guided by environmental analysis and community feedback, SunZia’s route avoids densely populated areas and, where feasible, is located near existing infrastructure, including transmission lines and roads.\(^12\) In 2015, SunZia adjusted the route in collaboration with the Department of Defense and White Sands Missile Range, taking advantage of the opportunity to partially parallel the existing Western Spirit Transmission line.\(^13\) This 35-mile improvement helped minimize environmental impacts.\(^14\)

**SOO Green**

The SOO Green project is a 350-mile, 525-kV line to deliver 2,100 MW of much-needed electric power and over $2 billion in projected economic benefits across parts of Iowa and Illinois.\(^15\) The line has been confronted with several regulatory challenges. In 2021, representatives of the SOO Green project filed formal complaints at the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), arguing that its subjection to the PJM generation interconnection process, which is severely backlogged, was improper for a merchant transmission line and would result in the delay of
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construction for several years. SOO Green developers returned to FERC a few months later to contend that PJM’s rules for capacity imports were creating a significant market barrier. Despite these challenges, the SOO Green line is on track to begin construction in 2023, which can be attributed to several best practices that may benefit other high-voltage projects:

- **Use of existing rights-of-way:** The SOO Green project will lay lines underground and maximize territory along existing railroad corridors to avoid the time constraints associated with eminent domain disputes. Leveraging existing rights-of-way also simplifies the permitting process, which has helped build far-reaching support.

- **Political support:** Several members of the Iowa and Illinois congressional delegations have voiced support for the construction of SOO Green. Alignment from members of Congress in both states could heighten accountability and urgency among key decision makers at the state and local levels.

- **Landowner consultation:** To prevent local disruptions, SOO Green representatives have committed to proactively notifying landowners located near project activities, while conducting informational meetings at the county level to convey the benefits of the project’s railroad rights-of-way approach, which could help to minimize environmental impacts.

**Grain Belt Express**

Chicago-based Invenergy is planning to build an 800-mile, high-voltage transmission line carrying 5,000 MW of power from Illinois to Kansas. The project would create an estimated 22,300 direct jobs, while saving Midwestern consumers billions in electricity costs over the course of its operation. Grain Belt Express developers announced an expansion to the route in July 2022, demonstrating the value of two additional best practices:

- **Route flexibility:** Responding to market demands and requests from state leaders, Invenergy proactively updated the Green Belt Express application with the Missouri PSC to enhance the line’s power delivery to Missouri residents.

- **Landowner consultation:** Invenergy also established a significant grassroots network to communicate the line’s benefits and compensation levels for easements on landowners’ properties. This community-focused approach has helped build support at the local level, which is critical to the development of transmission infrastructure.
Federal financial support: In December 2022, the Department of Energy Loan Programs Office (DOE LPO) issued a notice of intent to initiate the federal environmental review process for the Grain Belt Express, accompanied by a proposal to provide the project with loan assistance. The notice also announced a series of public stakeholder meetings. By conducting an Environmental Impact Statement for the project as required by the National Environmental Policy Act and announcing a potential offer of financial support, DOE LPO has helped to increase the viability of the project, while ensuring greater public involvement in its development.

Gateway South

Berkshire Hathaway Energy’s Gateway South project is a 416-mile, 500-kV alternating current (AC) transmission line anticipated to deliver wind power and other forms of clean energy throughout Wyoming, Utah, and the Southwest. After years of review, the line received final construction approval from the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) in May 2022. In addition, key certificates were secured from the Wyoming Public Service Commission and Public Service Commission of Utah to streamline completion of the remaining segments. The scheduled in-service date of 2024 was achieved in part by ensuring environmental stewardship. BLM’s review considered the line’s effects on wilderness, including certain endangered species such as the sage grouse. PacifiCorp, responsible for building Gateway South, worked collaboratively with BLM and other federal partners to establish construction approaches that would minimize the impact to surrounding wildlife and natural resources. This willingness to explore innovative solutions helped to address local environmental concerns, which could expedite the line’s development by reducing the risk of future court challenges, and motivated the necessary interagency collaboration to settle ongoing land disputes.
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